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Abstract: The use of Line-Start Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors (LSPMSM) improves the
efficiency of conventional direct-on-line electric motor-driven fluid machinery such as pumps and
fans. Such motors have increased efficiency compared to induction motors and do not have an
excitation winding compared to classical synchronous motors with an excitation winding. However,
LSPMSMs have difficulty in starting mechanisms with a high moment of inertia. This problem can
be exacerbated by a reduced supply network voltage and a voltage drop on the cable. This article
investigates the transients during the startup of an industrial centrifugal pump with a line-start
permanent magnet synchronous motor. The simulation results showed that when the voltage on the
motor terminals is reduced by 10%, the synchronization is delayed. The use of the cable also leads to
a reduction in the voltage at the motor terminals in a steady state, but the time synchronization delay
is more significant than that with a corresponding reduction in the supply voltage. The considered
simulation example shows that the line-start permanent magnet synchronous motor has no problems
with starting the pumping unit, even with a reduced supply voltage. The conclusions of this paper
support a wider use of energy-efficient electric motors and can be used when selecting an electric
motor to drive a centrifugal pump.

Keywords: line-start permanent magnet synchronous motor; centrifugal pumps; electric motors;
energy efficiency class; energy saving; motor starting

MSC: 00A06

1. Introduction

At present, most typical industrial mechanisms (pumps, fans, blowers, compressors, etc.)
of medium and small power with a direct start from the mains are driven by induction
motors (IMs) [1–4]. IMs are reliable and affordable [5], but their significant drawback is their
relatively low efficiency. For this reason, they usually have a relatively low energy efficiency
class, not exceeding IE3, in accordance with the IEC 60034-30-2 standard “Rotating electric
machines—Part 30-2: efficiency class of variable speed AC motors (IE code)” [6]. Rising
prices for electricity [7], the tightening of the requirements of the European regulator for
the energy efficiency of electric motors used in enterprises [8] and requirements to reduce
CO2 consumption [9] force enterprises to use more efficient motors. However, improving
the efficiency of induction motors leads to a significant increase in the cost and dimensions
of the machine [1].

Linear start permanent magnet motors (LSPMSMs) can be a more energy-efficient
alternative in direct-on-line start applications compared to induction motors. LSPMSMs
have a stator design similar to IMs, a squirrel cage and permanent magnets on the rotor.
LSPMSMs are already commercially available as general-purpose motors [10–12] and as
part of a compressor drive [13]. Due to their principle of operation, such motors can have an
IE4 energy efficiency class and higher, without going beyond the dimensions of induction
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motors with the IE3 efficiency class [14] and a constant operating speed, which may be
necessary in some applications, such as weaving machines. The use of such motors is
limited by their high cost and the technological dependence of their manufacture on the
availability of rare earth magnets (China is the main supplier of rare earth magnets).

In addition to this, the LSPMSM has limits on the moment of inertia of the loading
mechanism. This is due to the fact that, when starting, the motor works in an asynchronous
mode. In this case, the positive torque is characterized as the asynchronous torque of the
short-circuited winding, and the magnets create an oscillating torque. If the moment of
inertia is large enough, the speed fluctuations are flattened, and, like an induction motor,
the LSPMSM does not reach synchronous speed and has a slip at the steady state.

As the inertia decreases, the fluctuations of the speed caused by the fluctuations of
the torque increase. The synchronization process is observed when the speed fluctuations
are sufficient to achieve synchronous speed. As a rule, in this case, the speed exceeds
the synchronous speed, after which calming down follows, i.e., the speed stabilizes and
becomes equal to the synchronous speed. The critical moment of inertia of the loading
mechanism (the value of the maximum moment of inertia of the loading mechanism
with which the LSPMSM synchronization is successful) is indicated in the catalogs of
commercially produced LSPMSMs [10–12]. Figure 1 compares the IM and LSPMSM designs.
In addition to the use of more energy-efficient motors, an increase in the efficiency of
pump units can be achieved through the use of frequency converters [15,16], but such an
improvement in efficiency requires a significant increase in capital costs.
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Figure 1. Sketches of electric motors. (a) Induction motor (IM); (b) Line-start permanent magnet
synchronous motor (LSPMSM).

In energy-saving drives, it is also possible to use a converter-fed PMSM without
starting winding [17]. However, the use of a frequency converter leads to a significant
increase in the cost of the drive. This increase is especially significant for low-power
general-purpose drives, for which the cost of the converter can be several times higher than
the cost of the motor.

The starting processes of LSPMSM in the drives of a piston pump [18] and a centrifugal
fan [19] were studied. In [18], simulation in Matlab Simulink is given, based on the results
from which the data of the torque and current of the LSPMSM were obtained during the
start-up and operation in a steady state. In [19], dynamic processes in LSPMSM under fan
load were studied. It was found that the start of the fan with a direct start from the network
can be implemented by regulating the air flow by throttling. However, there is a lack of
research into the process of starting LSPMSM as part of a centrifugal pump. Compared to
centrifugal fans, in which the working fluid is a gas, in pumping systems, it is a liquid. A
distinctive feature of the liquid is its high density and, hence, a significant kinetic energy
accumulated in the pipes.

Typically, the LSPMSM start-up process is investigated at the rated value and frequency
of the sinusoidal voltage, without taking into account the voltage drop and the drop in
the cable in particular. There are also studies that study the start of LSPMSM [20] and the
operation of LSPMSM with distorted voltage [21,22], studies that study the start of IM with
reduced voltage [23–25] and studies that take into account the effect of the cable [23–25].
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However, studies on the assessment of the effect of a decrease in the mains voltage and the
effect of a cable on the start of an LSPMSM are not presented in the literature.

The starting current of LSPMSMs is five to seven times greater than the rated one,
which can cause an additional voltage drop both on the cable and on the internal impedance
of the supply transformer. In addition, in the asynchronous mode, the frequency of
the electromotive force (EMF) generated by the LSPMSM magnets does not match the
frequency of the mains voltage, that is, the action of magnets is equivalent to the action
of a closed-circuit generator on the resistance of the winding and the resistance of the
network supplying the motor (total impedance of the cable, transformer and other network
elements). Thus, magnets not only create an oscillatory torque. Therefore, with an increase
in resistance due to the cable, the power of the “generator” and the braking torque increase,
which additionally complicates synchronization. As a result, synchronization may not
occur, the motor speed will fluctuate at speeds below the synchronous speed and the
motor current will pulsate and reach the starting level. Such conditions during prolonged
operation lead to the failure of the LSPMSM.

This article, which fills in the gaps noted above in previous studies, is devoted to
assessing the success of the synchronization of an LSPMSM as a part of a centrifugal pump
unit, taking into account the reduced supply voltage and the influence of the cable. The
success of the synchronization is determined using a lumped parameter model, due to the
simplicity of the model and the fewer computational efforts required. The parameters for
such a model can be determined as a result of the motor’s tests or by calculation, if the
details of the motor design are known. To obtain the results of this study, the processes of
starting a four-pole LSPMSM in centrifugal pump units of capacities of 0.55 kW and 3 kW
are considered. Motors of two power ratings are considered to compare the effect of the
cable on the starting process of motors of different powers.

The choice of such a range of rated power of motors for research is due to the fact
that, at present, only low-power LSPMSMs are available on the general-purpose motor
market [12], which is associated with their increased cost compared to that of IM. Another
reason is that, with an increase in the power rating, the available energy efficiency class of
mass-produced IMs increases [26]. Additionally, for medium and high powers, it becomes
more feasible to use a variable frequency drive.

2. Problem Statement

Figure 2 shows the layout of the pump unit under consideration. The LSPMSM is
powered by the three-phase 400 V, 50 Hz voltage via the cable.
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Figure 2. Diagram of the pump unit under consideration. Here, iabc and uabc are the mains phase
currents and mains voltage; ω is the mechanical angular frequency; T is the shaft torque; q is the
pump volume flow rate.

The IEC 60038 standard [27] regulates the tolerance to ±10% of the rated phase-to-
neutral voltage and additionally allows for a 4% voltage drop due to the connecting cable
and ancillary equipment in a steady state. Based on this, the motor start is simulated at a
reduced voltage equal to 90% of the rated value. The motor shaft is connected directly to
the shaft of a centrifugal pump “Wilo-VeroLine-IPL 65/130” [28], which pumps liquid from
one reservoir (tank) to another. The fluid flow enters through a pipe and is regulated by a
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valve. The model was developed in Matlab Simulink. This scheme is typical for separately
operating horizontal pumps.

The following assumptions were made to model the system under consideration:

• The fluid is incompressible;
• Only one pump unit operates in the pipeline;
• All hydraulic resistances (such as couplings, filters, etc.), except for the valve resistance,

are reduced to one hydraulic diameter and to one pipeline;
• There are no leaks in the hydraulic system.

3. Hydraulic System Model

Similarity laws are used to calculate the pressure drop at different angular speeds. The
volume flow is calculated using the following formula [29]:

q = qref·(ω/ωref); (1)

where qref is the volume flow rate of the pump at the rated speed according to the catalog
data; ω—the angular frequency of the rotation of the pump shaft; ωref—the rated angular
frequency of the rotation of the pump shaft.

The differential pressure is calculated using the following formula:

p = pref·ρ/ρref·(ω/ωref)
2; (2)

where pref is the differential pressure at the rated speed and the rated density, according to
the catalog; ρ is the density of the pumped liquid; ρref is the rated density of the pumped
liquid.

The mechanical power consumed by the pump is determined according to the follow-
ing equation:

N = Nref· ρ/ρref·(ω/ωref)
3; (3)

where Nref is the mechanical power at the rated speed of the pump. The mechanical torque
of the pump is:

T = N/ω. (4)

The inertia of the fluid results in a pressure drop due to the change in the volume flow
rate of the fluid. This pressure drop ∆p is determined by the following equation [30]:

∆p = ρ·L/A · dq/dt, (5)

where L is the length of the pipeline; A is the cross-sectional area of the pipe; t is the time
variable. The initial condition for the volume flow rate of the fluid is q = 0.

Regulation by means of a valve allows for changing the characteristics of the hydraulic
system by means of changing the degree of the valve opening. This method of regulation
allows for reducing the hydraulic power during the motor start-up and makes it possible
to adjust the operating point of the system throughout the entire life of the pump unit.
However, this control method creates additional hydraulic losses [31].

The simulation in this study is carried out in order to determine the conditions under
which the LSPMSM successfully enters into synchronism. For this reason, it is especially im-
portant to carefully simulate physical processes, including gas flows, occurring at rotation
speeds close to the synchronous one.

At sub-synchronous speeds, the phase shift between the motor current and voltage
changes slowly, and the LSPMSM alternates between the motor and generator modes until
synchronism is achieved. Therefore, for such an analysis, it is sufficient to use a quasi-static
model (quasi-stationary), i.e., a model in which, although the hydrodynamic quantities
in the elements of a liquid pipeline are assumed to be non-stationary, the relationships
connecting them do not contain time derivatives and do not depend on the previous state.
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4. LSPMSM Model

When modeling the LSPMSM, it is assumed that:

• The magnetic fields generated by the stator and rotor windings have a sinusoidal
spatial distribution;

• The magnetic permeability of the steel is constant;
• The stator and rotor windings are symmetrical;
• Each winding is powered by a separate source;
• The mains voltage phasor is constant throughout the entire starting process, and an

increase in the motor current does not cause a decrease in its amplitude;
• Magnetic core losses are not taken into account.

The system of ordinary differential LSPMSM equations to be solved is represented as:

dλsd/dt − Zp · λsq · dϕ/dt + Rs · Isd = Usd;
dλsq/dt + Zp·λsd·dϕ/dt + Rs · Isq = Usq;

dλ’rd/dt + r’d · I’rd = 0;
dλ’rq/dt + r’q · I’rq = 0;
I’rd = (λ’rd − λsd)/Lσd;

I’rq = (λ’rq − [λsq − λ’0])/Lσq;
Isd = λsd/Lsd − I’rd;

Isq = (λsq − λ’0)/Lsq − I’rq;
T = 3/2· Zp · (λsd · Isq − λsq · Isd);

J · d2ϕ /dt2 = T − Tload.

(6)

where Usd and Usq are the stator voltages along the d and q axes; Isd, Isq, I’rd and I’rq are the
stator and rotor currents; Lsd, Lsq, Lrd and Lrq are the stator and rotor total inductances; Lσd
and Lσq are the rotor leakage inductances; λsd, λsq, λ’rd and λ’rq are the stator and rotor
flux linkages; λ’0 is the permanent magnet flux linkage; ωr is the rotor electrical angular
frequency; Rs is the stator resistance; Zp is the number of motor pole pairs; r’rd and r’rq are
the rotor resistances; ϕ is the mechanical rotational angle equal to the integral of the motor
speedω; T is the motor torque; Tload is the loading torque; J is the total moment of inertia.

All initial conditions are equal to zero, except for the stator flux along the q-axis
λsq.0 = λ’0. Figure 3 shows the implementation of equation system (6) in Simulink.
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5. Model of the Pump Unit in Matlab Simulink and Parameters of the 0.55 kW Pump Unit

To simulate a pump unit, the Sim-scape/Fluids/Hydraulics library was used in
the Matlab Simulink environment, designed to simulate the movement of an ideal fluid.
Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the model under study in the Matlab Simulink envi-
ronment. The model uses the following fluid dynamics modeling blocks: Centrifugal
Pump [29], Hydraulic Pipeline [32], Fluid Inertia [30], Variable Area Hydraulic Orifice [33]
and Tank [34].
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Matlab Simulink.

The LSPMSM, fed directly from the mains (“Discrete 3-phase Source”), is mechan-
ically connected directly to the shaft of a centrifugal pump (“Centrifugal Pump”). The
pump moves the working fluid from one reservoir to another (“Constant Head Tank” and
“Constant Head Tank”) through a pipe (“Hydraulic Pipeline”). The fluid flow is controlled
by a valve (“Variable Area Hydraulic Orifice”). Fluid inertia in the pipe is pointed out
with a separate element (“Fluid Inertia”). The load torque is measured between the motor
shaft and the pump shaft (“Ideal Torque Sensor”) and enters to the input of the motor unit.
The motor speed is transmitted to the input (“Ideal Angular Velocity Source”), after which
it is connected to the pump shaft. The fluid parameters are set in the block (“Hydraulic
Fluid”), and the solver parameters are set in the block (“Solver Configuration”). The pa-
rameterization of the model blocks is carried out in such a way that the pump in a steady
state operates within the limits of the operating curve given in the catalog. The LSPMSM
parameters (rated power 550 W, rated speed 1500 rpm) given in Table 1 were taken as
motor parameters.
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Table 1. 0.55 kW LSPMSM parameters.

Parameter Value

Rated power Prate, kW 0.55
Rated line-to-line voltage Urate, V 380

RMS rated stator current, A 1.11
Rated power factor 0.85

Rated frequency f, Hz 50
Pole pair number Zp 2

Stator phase resistance Rs, Ohm 15.3
Total direct inductance Ld, H 0.26

Total quadrature inductance Lq, H 0.15
Leakage direct inductance Lσd, H 0.038

Leakage quadrature inductance Lσq, H 0.051
Rotor direct resistance r’d, Ohm 9.24

Rotor quadrature resistance r’q, Ohm 10.1
Permanent magnet flux linkage λ’0, Wb 0.76

Motor inertia moment Jm, kg·m2 0.003
Pump impeller inertia moment Ji, kg·m2 0.00022

The model uses the parameters of a centrifugal pump with a steel impeller “Wilo-
VeroLine-IPL 65/130”. The catalog does not specify the moment of inertia, so the moment
of inertia of the impeller was assumed to be a tenth of the moment of inertia of the motor,
Ji = 0.1·Jm, as proposed for pump drives with an induction motor [35]. Given that the
moment of inertia of an M3BP80MA4 induction motor with a rated power of 0.55 kW and
a rated speed of 1406 rpm is Jm = 0.0022 kg·m2 [26], the moment of inertia of the pump
impeller is:

Ji = 0.1·Jm = 0.1·0.0022 = 0.00022 kg·m2. (7)

Table 2 shows the catalog characteristics of the pump. These characteristics correspond
to a rotational speed of 1450 rpm.

Table 2. 0.55 kW pump characteristics.

Flow Q, m3/h Pressure P, Pa Braking power Nm, W

4.77 54,229 239.15
10.00 53,304 300.71
19.97 52,259 418.44
29.82 44,691 502.98
39.73 31,490 545.82
48.42 16,106 545.82

Figure 5 shows the curves of the pump head-flow characteristics corresponding to
speeds of 1450 and 1500 rpm, as well as the characteristics of the hydraulic load with the
valve open.

For the 0.55 kW pump unit, a pipe with a length of 94.5 m and a cross-sectional area
of 0.0137 m2 was chosen. The calculation of the characteristics of the pump for rotation
speeds other than the rated one is carried out using the laws of similarity (1)–(3).
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the valve open.

6. The Model of the Cable

For modeling, a copper cable with lengths of l = 0, 100, 300 and 500 m and a cross
section of 1.5 mm2 was adopted. ρrcu = 0.0225 Ohm·mm2/m is the specific resistance of
copper; λlcu = 0.08 mOhm/m is the specific reactance at 50 Hz of the cable, according to [36].
Below is a calculation of the impedance components of a cable that is 100 m long:

Rc100 = ρrcu · l/Sc = 1.5 Ohm; (8)

Xc100 = λlcu · l = 0.008 Ohm; (9)

Assuming that the inductive reactance was calculated for 50 Hz, the cable inductance is:

Lc = Xc100/(2π·f ) = 2.55·10−5 H; (10)

Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the cable model in the Matlab Simulink environment.
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7. Simulation Results for the 0.55 kW Pump Unit

Figures 7–12 show the results of the simulation of the electric drive of the centrifugal
pump at a rated voltage of 400 V and at a voltage reduced by 10% (360 V), as well as start-up
graphs for different cable lengths and the reduced voltage.
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Figures 7–12 show the instantaneous rms values of the current, the electromagnetic
torque, the motor speed, the pressure, the volume flow rate and the mechanical power at
the rated voltage, at a 10% reduced voltage and at a 10% reduced voltage when powered
through a cable of various lengths. It can be seen from the graphs that synchronization
occurs in all considered cases. Figure 9 shows that, in all the cases considered, the first
achievement of the synchronous speed occurs within the time τsynch1, no more than
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0.2 s, which is followed by relaxation to the synchronous speed. The characteristic time
dependences of the volume flow rate on time, shown in Figure 11, are approximately
τhydr = 2 s, i.e., much larger than τsynch1. The dependences of the flow rate on the time in
the considered cases are close to each other, since, after the synchronous speed is reached,
the speed fluctuations are not large, the motor rotates at an almost synchronous speed and
damped speed fluctuations have practically no effect on the flow due to hydraulic inertia.
The mechanical power increases as the volumetric flow rate of the fluid increases, as can be
seen in Figure 12, i.e., synchronization occurs in “soft” conditions.

As seen in Figure 7, during the starting process, the current reaches a value seven
times higher than the rated one. Despite this, there are no torque surges (Figure 8). On the
contrary, as the volume flow increases, the torque gradually increases, making damped
oscillations, which ensures a high mechanical reliability. This behaviour of the torque
is explained by a soft start and the rather small moments of inertia of the rotor and
the impeller.

In some applications, such as blowers, the moment of inertia is much greater. At
the same time, to facilitate starting the motor, the number of turns of the stator winding
is reduced, which is equivalent to raising the voltage. Figure 7a shows that the current
at the start at the reduced voltage is less than that at the rated one, which leads to the
losses reduction in the winding and the increase in efficiency. So, due to the facilitated
starting conditions, it is possible to recommend the manufacture of LSPMSMs for pumping
applications in order to produce LSPMSMs with an increased number of turns, which is
equivalent to a decrease in the supply voltage and therefore to increased efficiency.

The decrease in the current (and, therefore, the voltage) on the motor terminals in a
steady state due to the presence of the cable is so small that it is not noticeable in Figure 7b.
At the same time, the presence of a cable leads to a significant delay in synchronization.
Thus, the effect of the cable on delaying synchronization does not come down to an
equivalent decrease in the voltage/current on the motor, which is additionally explained
by the generation of power by the motor into the grid at a frequency different from the
frequency of the grid.

8. Parameters of the 3 kW Pump Unit

The parameters of the experimental four-pole 3 kW synchronous motor with the
starting winding and permanent magnets were taken for the calculation. Table 3 shows
the motor parameters. The centrifugal pump “Wilo-VeroLine-IPL 100/175-3/4 28” was
chosen for modeling. Table 4 shows the pump characteristics. The pipe length l is 450 m.
Its diameter D is 0.168 m.

Table 3. 3 kW LSPMSM parameters.

Parameter Value

Rated power Prate, kW 3
Rated line-to-line voltage Urate, V 380

RMS rated stator current, A 5.84
Rated power factor 0.82

Rated frequency f, Hz 50
Pole pair number Zp 2

Stator phase resistance Rs, Ohm 1.281
Total direct inductance Ld, H 0.110

Total quadrature inductance Lq, H 0.0567
Leakage direct inductance Lσd, H 0.0186

Leakage quadrature inductance Lσq, H 0.0108
Rotor direct resistance r’d, Ohm 2.943

Rotor quadrature resistance r’q, Ohm 2.426
Permanent magnet flux linkage λ’0, Wb 0.6095

Motor inertia moment Jm, kg·m2 0.010
Pump impeller inertia moment Ji, kg·m2 0.0011
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Table 4. 3 kW pump characteristics.

Flow Q, m3/h Pressure P, Pa Power Nm, W

20.67 92,337 1613.5
40.00 91,669 1968.5
79.51 84,825 2475.3

118.96 70,390 2819.2
158.92 49,404 3011.0
188.19 30,138 3052.1

Figure 13 shows the curves of the pressure-flow characteristics of the pump, taken at
1450 and 1500 rpm, as well as the system characteristic with an open valve.
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A voltage drop on the cable is defined as a decrease in the voltage on the motor. It is
possible to estimate the rms value of the voltage drop on the cable in the rated mode by the
rated current and power factor [37]:

u = b· I · (ρrcu · L/S · cosϕ+ λ · sinϕ); (11)

where u is the voltage drop on the cable; b is the coefficient (1 if the circuit is three-phase
and 2 if the circuit is single-phase); I is the rms value of the current; cosϕ is the motor
power factor. The relative voltage drop on the cable is determined as follows:

∆u = 100 u/U0; (12)

where U0 is the phase voltage. The dependence of the relative voltage drop on the cable
on its length is given in Table 5. In accordance with [37], since the voltage drop with cable
lengths of 300, 500 and 700 m exceeds 4%, such cable lengths cannot be used.

Table 5. Relative cable voltage drop versus cable length.

lc, m ∆u, %

0 0
100 3.12
300 9.37
500 15.61
700 21.85
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9. Simulation Results for the 3 kW Pump Unit

Figures 14–20 show the results of the simulation of the pump electric drive at the rated
voltage and at the voltage reduced by 10%, as well as the start-up graphs at different cable
lengths and at the reduced voltage.
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The results of this simulation are mainly similar to those for the 0.55 kW LSPMSM.
The characteristic time of the hydrodynamic process in the pipe and in the pump is much
greater than that of the mechanical and electric process in the motor. The impeller inertia is
much less than that of the rotor. These result in a “soft start”. Thus, there are no torque
surges exceeding the torque rated value.

Figures 14–20 present the simulation results at the reduced voltage and at cable lengths
of 0, 100, 300, 500 and 700 m. The standard [37] allows for a voltage drop on the cable
of not more than 4%, which is satisfied only in the cases of the cable lengths of 0 and
100 m. The rest simulations are carried out to demonstrate the behavior long cables. The
synchronization problems are observed only with the cable length of 700 m, which is much
more than the allowed length. Namely, the synchronization occurs due to a “soft start”.
However, in increasing the mechanical power, the synchronization cannot be sustained at
some point.

10. Conclusions

This paper analyzes the effect of the reduced voltage and an increase in the cable
length on the success of starting LSPMSM in the drive of centrifugal pump units with a
power of 0.55 kW and 3 kW.

A feature of the pumps, in comparison, for example, with fans with large centrifugal
masses, is that the moment of inertia of the pump impeller is several times less than the
moment of inertia of the rotor itself, which makes it possible to hope that there will be no
problem of unsuccessful starts of the LSPMSM in the pump drive.

The simulation examples show that, for pump drives of the considered type and
power rating, the stable synchronization occurs at the rated voltage, at the voltage of 90%
of the rated one and, additionally, with the supply via the cable, except for the cases in
which the voltage drop in the cable significantly exceeds the level of 4% recommended in
IEC 60364-5-52.

The characteristic time of the hydrodynamic process in the pipe and in the pump
is much greater than that of the mechanical and electrical process in the motor. The
impeller inertia is much less than that of the rotor. These result in a “soft start”. Therefore,
there are no torque surges exceeding the torque rated value, which prolongs the system
lifetime. Additionally, due to a “soft start”, it is expected that the number of turns of the
stator winding to ensure the successful synchronization can be greater than that in other
applications, which can decrease the current and increase the LSPMSM efficiency in the
pump applications.
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Glossary

List of Abbreviations
EMF Electromotive force
IM Induction motor
LSPMSM Linear start permanent magnet motor
List of Mathematical Symbols
A Cross-sectional area of the pipe, m2

iabc Mains phase currents, A
Isd, Isq Stator currents, A
I’rd, I’rq Rotor currents, A
f Mains voltage frequency, Hz
J Total moment of inertia, kg · m2

Ji Moment of inertia of the impeller, kg · m2

l Cable length, m
L Length of the pipeline, m
Lsd, Lsq Stator total inductances, H
Lc Cable length, m
Lσd, Lσq Rotor leakage inductances, H
N Mechanical power consumed by the pump, W
Nref Mechanical power at the rated speed of the pump, W
p Differential pump pressure, Pa
pref Differential pressure at the rated speed and the rated density, Pa
q Flow volume, m3/s
qref Volume flow rate of the pump at the rated speed according to the

catalog data, m3/s
Rc100 Resistance of a cable 100 m long, Ohm
Rs Stator resistance, Ohm
t Time variable
T Motor shaft torque, N · m
Tpump Mechanical torque of the pump, N · m
uabc Mains phase voltage, V
Usd, Usq Stator voltages along d and q axes, V
Xc100 Reactance of a cable that is 100 m long, Ohm
Zp Number of motor poles
∆p Pressure drop due to fluid inertia, Pa
λlcu Specific cable reactance, mOhm/m
λ’rd, λ’rq Rotor flux linkages, Wb
λsd, λsq Stator flux linkages, Wb
λ’0 Permanent magnet flux linkage, Wb
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ρ Density of the pumped liquid, m3/s
ρrcu Specific resistance of copper, Ohm·mm2/m
ρref Rated density of the pumped liquid, m3/s
τsynch1 Motor synchronization time, s
τhydr Hydraulic system transient time, s
ϕ Mechanical rotational angle, rad
ω Angular frequency of the rotation of the pump shaft, rad/s
ωref Rated angular frequency of the rotation of the pump shaft, rad/s
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